
* In this document you will find the directions (car), to the parking garages P1 and P6 located near 

our location. From there we will guide you to our location. You can also find underneath this 

document a walking route from the station to our location.    

  

Travel directions Johan Cruijff Boulevard, Amsterdam  
  

Johan Cruijff Boulevard 83-95, Amsterdam (P1 ArenA) Car: Direction A2  
  

□ Take the A2   

□ Take exit 1 Duivendrecht/Ouderkerk at the Amstel  

□ Turn left onto Burgemeester Stramanweg  

□ Keep left  

□ You are now driving straight to the Arena and just before the Arena you see at your right-hand exit 

to P1 where you can drive into the parking garage.  

□ When you have parked your car, take the exit towards shops/offices (South).   

□ Walk around the building which you see on your left hand. Immediately on the corner you see the 

entrance: Offices 83-95 (left of the Decathlon(shop))   
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Johan Cruijff Boulevard 83-95, Amsterdam (P1 

ArenA) Car: Direction A1     

□ Take the A9  

□ Follow the A9 to node A2 and head towards Amsterdam/Zaanstad  

□ Take exit 1 Duivendrecht/Ouderkerk at the Amstel  

□ Turn left onto Burgemeester Stramanweg  

□ Keep left    

□ You are now driving straight to the Arena and just before the Arena you see at your right-hand exit 

to P1 where you can drive into the parking garage.  

□ When you have parked your car, take the exit towards shops/offices (South).   

□ Walk around the building which you see on your left hand. Immediately on the corner you see the 

entrance: Offices 83-95 (left of the Decathlon(shop))   
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Johan Cruijff Boulevard 83-95, Amsterdam (P6 Uitgaansdriehoek) Auto: 

Direction A2  
□ Take the A2  

□ Take exit 1 Duivendrecht/Ouderkerk at the Amstel  

□ Turn left to Burgemeester Stramanweg  

□ Keep right  

□ Turn right to Holterbergweg and keep on the left, then you will see the traffic sign where P6 is on 

□ Turn left to De Entree  

□ Turn right to the Haaksbergweg  

□ Turn left to De Corridor  

□ The parking garage is on your left  

□ When you have parked your car, take the exit towards the front of the Amsterdam Bijlmer ArenA 

station  

□ From there you can follow the route indicated below (4 min). (Left of the Decathlon (shop))  
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Johan Cruijff Boulevard 83-95, Amsterdam (P6 Uitgaansdriehoek) Auto: 

Direction A1  
  
□ Take the A9  

□ Follow the A9 to node A2 and head towards Amsterdam/Zaanstad  

□ Take exit 1 Duivendrecht/Ouderkerk at the Amstel  

□ Turn left to Burgemeester Stramanweg  

□ Keep right  

□ Turn right to Holterbergweg and keep on the left, then you will see the traffic sign where P6 is on 

□ Turn left to De Entree  

□ Turn right to the Haaksbergweg  

□ Turn left to De Corridor  

□ The parking garage is on your left  

□ When you have parked your car, take the exit towards the front of the Amsterdam Bijlmer ArenA 

station  

□ From there you can follow the route indicated below (4 min). (Left of the Decathlon (shop))  
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Walking route  



From station: Amsterdam Bijlmer ArenA  

□ When you walk out of the west side of the station building, you will see the coloured buildings on 

your right.                                          

□ If you walk straight ahead, your destination will be on your right. (On the left side of the Decathlon 

(shop))  
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